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Abstract. The article deals with the analysis of situations of uncertainty in various spheres of modern society

life that have arisen as a result of the rapid development of digital technologies; virtualization of many components of modern human life; the increasing role of visual information in communication; drastic changes in the
labor market, in intellectual practices and the formation of new requirements for the education and vocational
training system. We have proposed to analyze such situations using the principle of “incomplete comprehension of object”, and we carried out a consideration of its content and indicated its methodological role. To our
mind, one of the most important features of this principle is the focus on a set of ambiguous, non-obvious links
between the internal elements of an object, as well as during its interactions with agents of external influence
in a situation of uncertainty. Besides, we examined its heuristic and predictive capabilities using examples of
analysis of specific typical situations in various spheres of social life, primarily related to the labor market and
education in a digital culture.

1 Introduction
In the context of Industry 4.0 and the rapid development
of digital culture, a person is required to quickly and efficiently adapt to new ICT in production and everyday
life [1, 2], professional orientation of a person, starting
with junior and middle, and not only senior school age
[3] education or self-education through massive open online courses [4–7], training in general secondary education
institutions [8–11]. However, the development of digital
technologies and their mass distribution leads not only to
positive changes in the material sphere of human life, but
also to some inconveniences and risks [12, 13]. We are
talking not only about the risks for an individual, but also
about the prospects for the development of society and the
future of humanity as a whole.
One of the important problems is the dramatic changes
in the labor market in many countries, and this situation
has obvious features of the object of analysis with many
unknown qualities [14–16]. To develop an effective strategy for adapting to it, it is necessary to take into account
extremely large amount of factors influencing such a situation, i.e. its determinants and conditions. Some countries are considering introducing an unconditional basic income, for example in Finland; reduction of working time
to a 6-hour working day or introduction of a working week
shortened to 3-4 days (Australia, Sweden) [17]. But there
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are other equally important problems associated with digital culture. A person is not like clockwork that can be complicated and complicated: here it is enough to recall the
answer of the Swedish queen Christina to her opponents
about their enthusiasm for the development of technology,
the first machines and machine production in the modern
era. The social consequences of the technical advances
of the day were ambiguous. On the one hand, this is a
sharp return on capital and an interest in machine production. But the sharp impoverishment of a significant number of people caused a change in the way of life and the
needlessness of the previous number of workers, and social protests as a result (for example, there are the Luddite
movement and the desire to destroy machines during the
first industrial revolution on the part of workers in factories and artisans), on the other hand. However, the third
important point of changes in the Europeans’ way of life
of that period was the change in the paradigm of teaching
and education in general.
Since the late 1990s, and especially the last few years,
we have been observing a similar situation, a kind of sociocultural “refrain” of radical, rapid and incomprehensible in
terms of prospects for changing the way a person’s daily
life and the existence of society. This is happening due to
the development of digital technologies and the digitalization of different spheres of life.
The object of this research is the content of the principle of “incomplete comprehension of object”, its heuristic and predictive capabilities when considering risks and
prospects for the development of modern society and a
person in conditions of digital culture. The purpose of
the study is to analyze the principle of “incomplete com-
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3 Discussion and results

prehension of object” and its methodological value, as a
component of the method of system analysis of complex
phenomena, when considering modern phenomena, social
processes and abrupt changes in various spheres of human
life: production, everyday life and leisure, cultural development, education and upbringing.

3.1 A methodological setting of “incomplete
comprehension of object” principle

What does the principle of “incomplete comprehension of
object” imply in the study of complex social objects, processes and phenomena? The importance of its development, as we assume as a hypothesis, is due to the fact that
social life is:

2 Review

1) a nonlinear system and therefore many links between
its components are ambiguous, i.e., they cannot be considered “rigid”, stable, constantly reproducing, especially during the period of rapid development of new
technologies and materials;

The problem of incomplete comprehension of objects,
which is the important influence factors, is need for understanding the causes of the situation of uncertainties in
modern people’s life and its insecurity, anxiety and difficulties in adapting to the conditions of digital culture, virtualization and digital technologies. However, it is poorly
studied. We pointed out the methodological value of “incomplete comprehension of object” principle when analyzing the phenomena of symbolic production and exchange during visual communication in the context of
digital culture [18]. As a phenomenon of cognitive and
epistemological order, André J. Abath considers the phenomenon of incomplete comprehension of object at the research process, linking it with the logic of understanding
concepts by a person and partial interpretation of their content. The researcher pays special attention to the ratio of
true knowledge about the research object with one of the
false beliefs [19]. Some researchers point out the importance of studying the problem of incomplete knowledge
[20, 21]. But Pedro Lima and João Gonzalez [22] point
out the importance of studying the problem of programming robotic systems in conditions of incomplete comprehension of object. A group of Canadian scientists headed
by Shahryar Rahnamayan, while analyzing the problem
of incomplete comprehension of object, focused on the
study of the phenomenon of recognition. Scientists suggest that when solving complex problems, “genetic algorithms” and operations on morphology, image processing
procedures can be effectively used by a person [23]. According to researchers, the problem of recognition is important, given the importance of visualization in the life
of contemporaries. At the same time, the authors indicate
the presence of a “common reference sample, regardless
of a priori knowledge” as a key characteristic of the recognition procedure [23]. It is important to point out, that
researchers, while generally recognizing the value of analyzing the problem of incomplete comprehension of object, have not yet developed a unified model of its interpretation both in terms of content and practical significance.

2) it is important to consider the life of mankind and society as a dynamic phenomenon, some of the causes and
consequences of which are implicit in perception, and
therefore difficult to understand, interpret, but their ignorance or not paying proper attention to them can lead
to social destruction, instability, regression;
3) there are cognitive limits in social cognition, individual
learning, vocational education, when it comes to rapid
changes in the way of life;
4) ideological attitudes and the value sphere of life, both
of an individual and group, are more conservative, stable elements of a person’s spiritual life rather than his
knowledge in the professional sphere.
We want to draw attention to the emphasis which this
principle is used for. According to it within cognition process it is necessary to identify and take into account the
totality of ambiguous links between the internal elements
of the object, as well as in its interaction with agents of
external influence. It’s them in their totality that constitute
the field of uncertainty in the existence of complex objects
(due to the number of components, a variety of external
factors of influence, constant variability of elements or /
and factors of influence). Such connections do not have a
“hard” manifestation, i.e., they are probabilistic by nature
(or at least are perceived to be ones).
Secondly, it is impossible to form an idea of the qualitative parameters of something or the properties of someone, based only on quantitative data. Of course, when trying to comprehend any social object, it’s important to focus on the representativeness (typicality) of the observed
events, phenomena, processes in everyday life.
Thirdly, the principle of “incomplete comprehension
of object” implies the value of focusing attention on
“agents of unusual reaction” to situations with a wide
range of consequences. We believe that it is not necessary, of course, to detect the latter according to the principle of “grid in the sea”, on the contrary, it is necessary to
look for people or phenomena (processes, variables) which
can be considered just atypical, unlike others, and they are
quite striking. To our mind, in conditions of digital culture, “agents of an unusual reaction” are people whose reaction (primarily sensual) to what is happening in typical
situations is unusual, unlike the reactions of other people.

Therefore, the principle of “incomplete comprehension of object” development within cognition process in
terms of methodology is important and promising. This
principle develops the prognostic field and heuristic potential of the system analysis of complex social phenomena and processes method, creating the prerequisites for
effective orientation in the context of modern information
and communication technologies.
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As an example, such a situation can be working with
text, when word recognition is one of the first moments of
its understanding. However, in addition to defining their
meaning, there can be another level of human work on the
text. Steve Mckee stated that reading is more than letter
recognition, but involves determining meaning and context: “Direct or indirect connections are made between
the information. As the information is processed, comprehension is developed. ... Meaning is assigned by using
prior knowledge, looking at discourse structure, and context” [17]. To our mind, an unusual reaction of a person
when perceiving a text is his attention to the context or
indirect links between blocks of information. It doesn’t
matter which text it is (descriptive, narrative, explanatory,
or argumentation). Moreover, not each of “poor comprehenders” [24] is, as we consider, an “agent of unusual reaction” to new information. In this case, the age or education
of a person does not matter; it is his reaction to the interaction of basic (explicit) information and context (implicit)
information in the text that is important. In other words,
an important point is a person’s ability (innate or arising
from learning and training) to pay attention to the context
of the situation or the implicit information contained in the
text, message.
To our mind, paying attention to “agents of an unusual reaction” makes it possible, by analogy, to compare
the typical with the atypical and identify both necessary
and variable moments (properties, connections, elements
of the external or internal structure) of an object that is
important for analysis and discourse.
Therefore, such a methodological setting of “incomplete comprehension of object” principle will be useful
when considering stochastic processes in modern society
and studying any object: abrupt changes in the conditions
of everyday life as a consequence of the increasing importance of digital technologies, the strengthening the role of
visualization and symbolization of thinking in information
processes, rapid modernization of some spheres, etc. (For
example, the emergence of innovative digital programs,
accordingly, causes necessity of rapid development of new
training programs, and then you need to quickly understand the value of the latter).
Fourthly, the principle of “incomplete comprehension
of object” directs the researcher not only pay attention to
“agents of external influence” (based on analytical analysis). In such a case it is important to analyze the value
and worldview basis of the life of “agents of an unusual
reaction” (through observation, phenomenological reduction, and experiment). In our opinion, it is necessary to
pay attention to the following point. First of all, it is important to understand how coherent their reaction to what
is happening is, in order to reveal a tendency towards similarity in emotional and sensory responses, assessments,
and actions. And if such a tendency is recorded, then one
can try to simulate a general portrait or several of its profiles among “agents of unusual reaction”. On its basis, it
is important to identify not only latent motives for activity,
intentions, incentives and preferences, fears or complexes,
but also a group of social irritants as objects of hostility /
sympathy.

The latter will be of the greatest interest, since they
make it possible to identify implicit factors of influence
during a sharp change in the way of everyday life, and this
is precisely what is happening now with the massive introduction of digital technologies, virtualization of the life of
society and the requirements for continuous education and
self-education of workers. And the main reason for the
latter is the constant updating of software, development of
new devices and materials, means of communication and
communication, etc.
In other words, it is important to focus the locus of attention of the researcher, mainly, not on positive moments,
but on negative experience, primarily in human sensory reactions to novelty and innovation.
After all, the rejection of the requirement of constant
software updates for office equipment or the acquisition of
more and more new phone models is also a human reaction
to the excessive fascination of modern society with “technical toys”. It is not necessarily determined by its inability
to quickly learn new technologies. On the contrary, such
a reaction may be a manifestation of an extremely critical
understanding that he does not need to follow fashion for
a new trend and a sober calculation of his expenses.
3.2 The practical implementation of “incomplete
comprehension of object” principle

The principle of “incomplete comprehension of object”
focuses on the system analysis of complex objects in the
context of their rapid transformation. It also expands the
possibilities of modeling social objects. The principle of
“incomplete comprehension of object” using for analysis makes it possible to adequately model the situation,
one of the main features of which is uncertainty in understanding the determinants and conditions of its existence, the prospects for its development, etc. Uncertainty
leads to different assessments of such situations on the part
of contemporaries: understanding / misunderstanding, acceptance / rejection (depending on their personal understanding and preferences, as well as the influence of collective experience).
The main reason for the uncertainty in people’s life in
the conditions of Industry 4.0 and the anxiety caused by it
is associated with the pressure of digital technologies and
artificial intelligence on a person which is made by means
of computational methods and information technologies.
That makes some people change their professional specialty, typical for routine functions and jobs [25]. As a
result of it modeling professional growth is based on intellectual analysis helps to discover more attractive activities, develop creative abilities [26]. For that reason, in a
rapidly changing environment, only adequate proposals of
educational institutions will help professionals effectively
develop their careers [27]. Therefore, the practical implementation of the study, first of all, concerns the assessment
of the professional orientation of modern youth, since Industry 4.0 technologies determine the rapid transformation
of the labor market and new requirements for general and
vocational training, as well as create new conditions for
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learning (massive open online courses [4]; cloud technologies and cloud services [28]; game simulators [29]). It
should be noted that the changes concern various professional areas.
For example, the admission of a young person to the
university depends on many factors, as well as his successful education or, conversely, unsuccessful performance results, and besides, his admission and graduation from this
institution are mediated by many variable factors. These
factors become especially uncertain in the absence of social stability for various reasons.
We point out that, such external factors are now distance learning for pupils and students thanks to the Zoom
platform because of the Covid-19 pandemic (factor a), as
well as a greater opportunity for their access to products of
popular art and culture due to digital technologies (factor
b). Both factors simultaneously influence the motivation to
learn (goal a) and motivation for fun (goal b), including using the time allocated for learning and self-study (goal c).
But the second of them was known and could be taken into
account, while the first factor is completely unexpected
and therefore unpredictable in its consequences at the moment. However, their simultaneous existence can lead to a
spectrum of consequences, and they will be unequal for influence in different groups and in different countries. Then
the “fan of possibilities” for the development of a social
object becomes even more difficult to analyze. Situation
1: factor a can significantly reduce the influence of factor b (for example, through the need to spend more time
on preparation and self-preparation); situation 2: factor a
significantly enhances factor b (isolation from the collective has a depressive influence on a person and, as a result,
his desire to acquire knowledge decreases and his desire to
have fun increases, and modern popular culture gives him
such an opportunity); situation 3: factor a will not affect
factor b, etc. Besides, the existence of an electronic scientific / popular science book or Web book (factor c) is also
a factor of influence in relation to factor a; e-book of fictional content (factor d). Such virtual objects are popular
among modern youth. Therefore, factor c and factor d will
also affect goal a (along the way, they will affect both goal
b and goal c). Although they are not the main factors of
influence, i.e. these are not obvious factors.
For other example, research made by Dell Technologies Research shows that 78 percents of workers across
businesses consider digitalization to be a threat to them
now and in the future; 45% of respondents are confident
that their enterprises in the next 3-5 years will no longer be
able to compete through digital technologies in production
and communication; only 5 percents of enterprises are now
leaders in the digitalization of production [1]. In modern
society we now are already observing not only a decline
in the popularity of many professions, but also a change in
the professional active in many spheres of society. So, in
the Scandinavian countries at least 90% of banking transactions are carried out online, and this leads to a drop in
interest in the profession of a bank employee and a sharp
decrease in the number of employees in this area. Therefore, the profession of a bank employee, which not long
ago gave a person a stable and sufficiently high income

and ensured social prestige, will lose its attractiveness for
young people. In November 2020, Juniper Research indicated that the number of mobile users by 2025 will increase from 980 million (current year period) to 1.2 billion
[14]. According to Juniper Research, this means that in
the next 5 years, at least 30 percents of users in this market will only use financial services online. (We believe that
the group represents those who are able to quickly adapt to
the situation, i.e., “agents of unusual reaction” of the first
type, adherents of digital culture). How correct this forecast is? It should be mentioned that the forecast doesn’t
take into account the conservatism of human thinking, unwillingness to learn innovative and rapidly changing digital technologies, etc. Besides, the rapid development of
technology causes dramatic changes in the usual way of
life, the emergence of new professions and the disappearance of other ones; as a result, we face the loss of jobs
by many people, impoverishment and social protests. (We
should remind, that during Industry 1 in England, the industry began to actively develop as a result of which many
peasants lost the land, the mass pauperization of the population took place, “workhouses” appeared, the Luddite
movement started and there appeared a saying “Sheep began to eat people”. As the illustration to those processes,
we can name the paintings of an eyewitness, Hogarth “Gin
Lane” and others. At the same time during Industry 1 positive processes started: the development of science, emergence of the profession of a scientist, teaching and tutoring
got popular). We consider, in order to develop an adequate
forecast of the relevance of future profession, it is important to pay thorough attention to the “agents of an unusual
reaction” of the second type, opponents of digital technologies. Only in this case we will be able to adequately
assess the prospects for the development of this market and
the social processes associated with it.

4 Conclusion
We want to pay attention to the excessive intellectual and
emotional load of a modern person from new, digital technologies and many visual signals, messages that we have
to deal with on a daily basis when performing professional
duties, in everyday life, entertainment, education, and the
like. As a result, people have many problems, first of all,
chronic fatigue, self-doubt, aggressive behavior in society.
In addition, the global digital sphere makes it necessary for
a person to constantly learn throughout his life. The conditions for the rapid transformation of digital technologies
and the dynamics of changes as a result of this in many
spheres of society make it urgent to develop principles for
the analysis of complex objects in order to form adequate
forecasts and recommendations necessary to minimize destruction in social life. The principle of “incomplete comprehension of object” is able to fulfill this methodological
heuristic and predictive role.
It seems to be important for orienting the researcher in
the discourse of complex phenomena that occur in a digital society. One of their important features is uncertainty,
especially in terms of development. But uncertainty is also
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recorded in the understanding / misunderstanding, acceptance / rejection of these phenomena by modern people
and social groups.
The principle of “incomplete comprehension of object” focuses the attention of the researcher precisely on
the uncertainty of the situation of the existence of complex
objects in the conditions of their rapid changes. The principle of “incomplete comprehension of object” expands
the capabilities of the system analysis method and modeling of social objects, therefore this principle will be useful
in assessing the Industry 4.0 phenomenon and the rapid
development of digital culture, as well as for developing
medium-term and long-term forecasts in the sphere of material, social, and spiritual life of a person.
The complexity of understanding modern social processes is associated with their increased fragmentation,
mosaicism and variability. This became especially evident in the situation of the Covid-19 pandemic and life
under quarantine conditions, when the rules of human behavior changed significantly. Particularly alarming is the
situation that has developed in the field of education, when
children, adolescents and young people are forced to stay
in atypical conditions for obtaining the necessary knowledge. Indeed, now in many countries distance learning
is taking place thanks to new information and communication technologies, massive open online courses, game
simulator, etc. are used. In fact, we have cardinal changes,
even a breakdown of the existing intellectual practices and
traditions of education, developed not only over the past
decades, but in general since the period of the New Time
and its Enlightenment project. The use of the principle of
“incomplete comprehension of object” makes it possible
to quickly assess the impact of this situation on their inner
world, motivation for learning and the level of knowledge
of our contemporaries.
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